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The difficulty of
growing rice has proven
to be a blessing in
disguise for Kagoshima,
as the prefecture is
now synonymous with
quality shochu
࿇ճޯॏ۔ҒԷјяӆ້ڤડഄݗ
ܶڈԷјహݗӜ䩟ϤО䩟᭩Ҍ
ۘ䩭㈣䩟سяӆܦ䩟ӹґ
юЊ؏с߅ϡڊӜ୬
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spirit
BY JA SO N H AI DA R
P H OTO G R A P H Y JA SO N H AI DA R
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t’s only 11am, but I’m
already starting to feel a
little tipsy from sampling
my ﬁfth shochu of the day.
I’m in Gomeigaisha
Tamura distillery, located in the sleepy
seaside town of Ibusuki. The town is part
of Kagoshima prefecture at the southwestern tip of Japan’s Kyushu island.
I’ve come to check out Japan’s “other”
liquor. With the global spotlight on its
more famous cousin, sake, shochu tends
to ﬂy under the radar. For those not so
familiar with traditional Japanese
liquors, it can be hard to pinpoint the
difference between the two. Sake is
actually a general term that refers to any
type of Japanese alcohol. What comes to
mind for many people when they think of
sake is the rice wine, known as nihonshu,
which is made from fermented rice.
Shochu is also a Japanese alcohol, but it
is distilled, like vodka or whiskey, rather
than brewed. It can be made from several
different base ingredients, namely barley,
rice, sugar cane, buckwheat or sweet
potato. The latter is known as satsuma
imo in Japanese, named after the Satsuma
Domain, the old name for Kagoshima.

I

It’s the sweet potato variety of shochu
that’s got me feeling a little light-headed
as I sip on my drink with Gomeigaisha
Tamura sales manager Kazuyoshi
Kuwazuru, whose family runs the
distillery. A rich aroma of steamed
satsuma imo hangs in the air, and its soft,
sweet taste lingers on my palate after
every swig. There’s a reason why the
sweet potato is so revered in this part of
the world, Kuwazuru tells me, and why
imojochu, or sweet potato shochu, has
become the signature beverage of the
Kagoshima region.
“Because of the ash from Sakurajima,
the soil is different from other parts of
Japan. This made it difficult to produce
typical Japanese agriculture,” he says,
referring to the common Japanese crops
of rice and beans.
Over thousands of years, the landscape
of Kagoshima has been shaped by one
thing – the giant mountain of Sakurajima.
Rising 1,117 metres above sea level, the
still-active volcano dominates the view
from nearly every angle within
Kagoshima city.
Once, the ground the volcano currently
sits on was one of the many islands that
44
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ѳϨђϥϼ۹Ж䩟ԔϢӔҀϺϣಔіṥ䦚ϢԜӱ؛
яӆ॰߮՝۪ઉϡ࿇ճޯ້䩟ϨፚЩ܋صϡሯ␏
ྃܦ䵋೧భׁӜϾघ䩟Ԙᅎҷٚܝ㈣䦚
Ϣ֟ࡄӓϰϡ֍ӹ䩟ϲϥЊϦ෬䦯ࡔϣфգᗟ䦰
ϡസి䦚яӆ֜ܦӜࢨлগ䩟Ԕ㈣ঐলക۔ԠЏܰጷگ
ࡦ䦚Ϥ়๐яӆܦࢃةԘϡϪࡲ䩟ڈϾԢйдᗙҔٷϡई
䦚֜ܦ䩟ҍӜ䦯ᓃ֜ܦ䦰䩟ԷӢϥяӆݗܦϡրि䩟Ԕ
ҟၠ٤Ϻ֜ܦ䩟ϽڤחϪЁђϾࡀЂϺܶۥфܶ⑀ᗟ߃ϡ
䦯яӆܦ䦰䦚
ࡔϣфգᗟ䵋㈣䩟छйሯ␏Ҥܴ३ӑ䩟ϣҒ՝Ҥ
ϡቛئӸфࡲຈડ䦚㈣ϡ֍ࢧНйϥϽ䦙ܶ䦙ಣ
ᶶ䦙ᷡڈ༛Ꮅ䩟ґ༛ᎵϨяӆिЊ䦯ສಎ៍䦰䩟ԼІ࿇
ճޯϡݞि䦯ສಎл䦰䦚
ԄϢ܅Ўй༛ᎵЊ֍୰ࢧϡ៍㈣Ж䩟ࠪЖҀϺϣಔ൳
൳Ѽ䦚Ϣф೧భׁӜϾघϡઍତחҬԑᇤᡫϣમᳬ䩟ሯ
␏ۥྃܦјϡрఓॺػ䦚ສಎ៍ϡఛڏܫ䩟ϨӠѶᯒ
ᄷϤ્䩟ґѤڳᒭϡܫܦ䩟ҟ܅ϣטЁϨڏϼѼ
䦚ᇤᡫϣમМ䩟࿇ճޯϪҒױչДສಎ៍й۠៍㈣䩟
ߺхϩԷ֍ӹ䦚
䦯ᓜޯٍීځڮӆсϡगᦉӿԇϤӎ䩟Ԣйᝁ҆ਹࡿ
ϡяӆహݗԘ䦚䦰јӛ܋ϡϥܶф࠵ढҳяӆԊϡ
హӑ䦚
ُ࡛ёϰ䩟ᒩ໖ϡᓜޯځڮϣׯϥ࿇ճޯϡϳѼс࠳䦚
϶ӏ҅ځڮϡҙ֏Њဣܶ䩟Ϩֶ້۰࿇ճޯص䩟
ӫলԩ֏ࡠحڗЁНйϺؚ䦚
ځڮѳѵϡӛϨс䩟߲Ҭϥяӆ۪ח॰߮ੁЄޯᓊϡԷ
Ѕϣϫ䩟۠ׯёৣځڮч䩟ԵоϡṗҥਘᓜޯфϽ
ἈׁޯٻґЊϣ䦚ځڮҟёৣчُښҋ䩟Ͻ֝ଔфී₉
ϨЅᢙ෨䩟ᑹᐗݱϫ࿇ճޯصфځЎϡహ೧䦚
ᇤᡫϣમМ䩟ԚԝяӆԷјс߅ϡహਜ਼䩟Ԓઔ۠Ԓ
ઔϡ࿇ճޯహھТ҅ЁࢺЊᅕܿ䦚јИङϦϴชޘؿрҏ
֔䩟УϴՔᕠᇪېۢҨלϽϡສಎᶲҰޯဋᖐ䩟ѼґԄ
сϡځڮगᦉϤ۱హӑТӕ䩟ٍјИԢйفۆТذ䦚
ϺϦё䩟єୄҥоѳׅԺ䦚
ԚةԄсወϪӓ೧۱ૼਙ՞䩟ԩ࿇ճޯй۪ϡಕᗂ᧑
ܧлծҘϣ҆ӓӛ۔Ԋϡహӑ䵋༛Ꮅ䦚јԕ༛Ꮅᝁ҆
ҿрϡځڮगᦉѶ䩟ְҝಲּسю⊓⊓䦚϶҆Тӕь䦙
֝ݗҙϡယ䩟ϤԔϽϽۨహھϡТذ䩟ЇϨёϡ
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CLOCKWISE FROM
FAR LEFT:
KAZUYOSHI
KUWAZURU LEADS A
TOUR OF THE
GOMEIGAISHA
TAMURA DISTILLERY;
KAGOSHIMA’S
ASH-DENSE SOIL
ALLOWS SWEET
POTATOES TO
FLOURISH; SHOCHU
FROM GOMEIGAISHA
TAMURA; A SWEET
POTATO FIELD
ਅޏвॄЖఴਅ۠ૼ䩭
ᇤᡫϣમծ֨භ۾ۺ
೧భׁӜϾघሯ␏ྃܦ䩮
࿇ճޯϡීځڮगᦉׁ
༛ᎵᛍഄТӕ䩮೧భׁӜ
Ͼघϡ㈣䩮༛Ꮅహ೧
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“The ﬁrst thing that hits
me is the full-bodied aroma
characteristic of strong spirits”
䦯Ϣө࠙ᏨОЧ䩟ఛܫܦ෯ґϰ䦰
make up Kyushu – the southern region
of Japan – but lava ﬂows from the 1914
eruption caused the former island of
Sakurajima to become connected with
the Osumi Peninsula. Eruptions occur
hundreds of times a year, shooting
smoke and ash into the sky, shrouding
the city and farmlands below.
Kuwazuru goes on to explain that in
the 15th and 16th centuries, Kagoshima
farmers who lived off the land had it
tougher than farmers in other areas of
Japan. Under pressure to make a living
for their families, as well as to produce
food for the lord of the powerful ruling
Shimazu clan, they struggled because
the volcanic ash in the soil made it hard
for their crops to thrive. However, in
1705, all of that changed.
The story goes that a local ﬁsherman
named Riemon Maeda returned from a
trip to the Ryukyu Kingdom in
Okinawa, just south of Kagoshima, with

a strange foreign crop – the sweet
potato. Riemon planted it in the
ash-dense soil of Kagoshima and it
ﬂourished. This fast-growing,
high-yielding vegetable would go on to
change the lives of farmers and save the
lives of residents when a famine hit the
area in 1732.
Sweet potatoes are traditionally
baked by hot stones. Known as
yaki-imo (cooked potato), it’s one of the
beloved ways to enjoy Kagoshima’s top
crop even to this day, especially in
autumn. A common variety of
Kagoshima sweet potato has a purple
skin with white ﬂesh, but the inside
turns bright yellow when baked. Dense
and sweet, it is best enjoyed on its own.
Since satsuma imo was so revered as
a food, I wondered how it became the
main ingredient in the trademark liquor
of the region. Turns out, there’s a very
good reason. Kuwazuru explains that in

LEFT TO RIGHT: THE
YAKI-IMO IS A
UBIQUITOUS SNACK
IN KAGOSHIMA; ENJOY
VIEWS OF SAKURAJIMA
FROM NEARLY EVERY
ANGLE IN KAGOSHIMA
CITY
ϼ֖䩭Ⓐ༛Ꮅᑏ࿇ճޯс߅
зԊϡगݗЩې䩮ૼ֖䩭
Ϩ࿇ճޯڨֶصҺ۵䩟Ё
ЌಶϺᓜޯѤ
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feudal Japan, taxes were paid in
measurements of rice called koku.
Since the feudal lord collected so much
of Kagoshima’s rice in taxes, it made
sense to start using an alternative
crop to make alcohol, and imojochu
was born.
The details, mind you, are a little
foggy, Kuwazuru reminds me as he
extends an arm to grab a giant ladle off
the wall of Gomeigaisha Tamura’s
distillation room. The spirit has
evolved over hundreds of years, after
all. In fact, Gomeigaisha Tamura itself
is so old that they’re not really sure
when it ﬁrst opened. “We officially
registered as a business in 1897, though
we’ve been around longer than that.
The documentation is lost so we’re not
exactly sure how old we are,” he
chuckles merrily as he dips the jumbo
ladle into a large container full of
imojochu, still in its purest form right
after distilling. He extends the ladle out
to me to sample this virgin shochu.
Despite my light-headed buzz, or
perhaps because of it, I jump at the
chance to try the undiluted version
straight from the vat. Water is usually
added to the ﬁnal product to bring the
alcohol level down from 37% to 25%. As
I approach the ladle, the ﬁ rst thing that
hits me is the full-bodied aroma
characteristic of strong spirits.
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H OW S H O C H U
IS MADE
㈣३ӑЩҌࡦ
Imojochu comes in many
varieties, depending on
what kind of sweet potato is
used. The sweet potatoes are
washed, steamed and allowed
to cool, then crushed and
mixed with other ingredients.
Here are other factors that
determine the final taste.
៍㈣ϩЄ҆ढࡿ䩟؆লйڃϫԘ҆
ϡ༛Ꮅϰ३ӑ䦚༛ᎵϾҬО֜ޤ䦙ሯ
়䦙ߤ䩟Ѽћॠюတ૬䩟࢚ౢՊԷ
ј୰ࢧ䦚៍㈣ϡзڏٽѬ䩟Լݺҿ
йЎԷјӹঈ䦚

LEFT: KAZUYOSHI
KUWAZUKU, SALES
MANAGER OF
GOMEIGAISHA
TAMURA,
INSPECTING VIRGIN
SHOCHU IN
A VAT
ਅ֖䩭೧భׁӜϾघ
ઍତחҬԑᇤᡫϣમഛ؆
ϽܦᄤѶϡ㈣֍ܦ

ϽᜦᄯҼ٤పϦϪھӛؑϡᇪې䩟ᑠષϦѩ
ُТܞ䦚
ࢃةϼ䩟࿇ճޯϪϾйչⒶ়༛Ꮅ䩮Ж
۠ѵя䩟Ⓐ༛ᎵകѼϥԄсϪұѓױӜݗϡс
ѬҤܴ䩟ࡵڠஶּҼද൬䦚࿇ճޯз૦ৄϡ
ཎޔՁК༛Ꮅ䩟Ⓐ়ћᎵރϾԺю৬ࢶա䩟Պ
טต઼ܫ䦚϶҆༛Ꮅзׁ֍ဝ֍ڏϡⒶಮ
ѷ֚䦚
૽Ѽສಎ៍ϥ࿇ճޯϡಚКې୰䩟ъВحؚ
йюЊԄсЯӜܦϡҰϴ୰ࢧ֦䩲ࠧћ֍ӹ
ӐׁԑϤО䦚ᇤᡫϣમثౠ䩟ൄࠃЖϡяӆ
ھכ䩟ૅۓϼᣰй䦯䦰Њ֝֏֧ϡܶ䦚
ӹЊᶲҰӔၹּϦϽ֝ܶ䩟ӛйښИߔґ
൵ѓࡔϣ҆హӑܦ߃䩟ਘ៍㈣ػґТ䦚
ϤО䩟϶٥ةМ䩟࢜ڞѐԚϩ࠱ۉ⒙䩟
ᇤᡫϣમ϶Ҋ٤ࢎϢ䦚Ϩ೧భׁӜϾघϡሯ␏
ྃࠚ䩟јၜоѲϰ䩟ԩේϼڛϰϣϫϽܦᎃ䦚
ُښёϰ䩟㈣ӔЏϺϣӡࡄ֏ϡՔ٩䩟ӛй
ԷвϨԵةҏҼੁМ⑃䩟ߺхϤ߿Њ࡞䦚
ґѨӢϼ䩟೧భׁӜϾघЇݣϩԚԄڜϡࣵ
䩟ϲٷػॺۀЇ۔Ќ৯ӡԷࡶދёڤ䦚
䦯ϢИϨё༘ೠ࠱֮ࠪ䩟ϤОྃܦ
ՉϲࡖϨЄЖ䦚ԚԬҹຶЁϦ䩟ӛйϢИ

ЁϤ֜ӆྃϡ৯Ӣࣵ䦚䦰јϡԙكծѡ௴
Һ䩟ӎЖөъϫैࡿϡܦᎃ܊ϽܦᄤѶત䩟ᄤ
ֶഄٴϦӃሯ␏ґюϡ៍㈣䦚јөܦᎃဃѰ
Ϣ䩟ЯϢԘᅎᅲз֍״૬ݯϡർญᬆቢ䦚
ী܉ϢӔϩѡ௴ṥṥϡ䩟ԔܛڈԜӹҒױ䩟
ϢөീҚϾԘᅎ۔Ҭ็ౠϡ֍ܦ䦚㈣३ю
ћ䩟֡ϾӸһ݇ࡈ䩟ԕؘܦଭ֝۠ࠍઁۥ
䦚Ϣө࠙ᏨОЧ䩟ܦᎃѶϡఛܫܦ෯ґ
ϰ䩟ϥܦъ҆ܫӠ䦚Ϣ⤋ЎϣٴࣘטတगӠ
֥ϡਧҴญՂ䩟ϣಔչҀۥᏚᚒϣׯᢙ෨۠
ူᄿ䩟ҺղৄҪӱ䩟ϲՌ܅Ў۴୪ࡲຈ
ϡъ҆Ҁң䦚
јИԩϣϫिЊ䦯7RNR䦰ϡсҤഎڰݿ
༛Ꮅ䩟ґъѶԜϥສಎ៍Ϩ࿇ճޯсТ࣠ϡ
с߅䦚
7RNRоݗϡ༛ᎵࣞМݣϩϣ҆ئݻϡգڏ䩟
ґ೧భׁӜϾघ३ӑ㈣ϡЖԃ䩟ϤϾՌԷј
ྃܦડᚤ༛Ꮅޔ䩟ࡻҺџတगӠ֥ԟҪਧ
ϨѤܦҏЅ䦚
࿇ճޯϩҼሯ␏ྃܦ䩟оݗսОܝ
㈣䩟НపԘᅎϡ҆ढЄϤُ䦚ґॸ䩟ҟϣ
Ҽ㈣ে䩟ྃܦس䩟գ۴Ёϥݻϣѩԏ䦚Ϣॕ
ЯϮ࡞фؒҌϡКє䩟ӓࡔ܊ϣϫ۵ϡс䩟ґ
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1. HOW LONG IT’S AGED
Most distilleries age their
standard imojochu for two or
three months, but premium
shochu can be aged for as long
as 30 years.
٩ЖҼ
ϣડϰМ䩟ϽЄُሯ␏ྃܦ٩៍㈣
ϡЖҼЊҔ۠ѧϫ֊䩟Ԕ៍㈣ԷӢН
й٩ӕܺё䦚
2. THE TYPE OF VESSEL IT’S
AGED IN
Shochu can be aged in wooden
barrels, stainless steel tanks or
clay pots.
٩ॆب
㈣Н⇉ࡖҿަᄤ䦙⤳ᖽڈϤᡉྙᖽ
Ѕ٩䦚
3. THE TYPE OF KOJI
(FERMENTING AGENT) USED
Koji – a type of mould – is a
fermenting agent added to
yeast and water to change the
starch and sugar in the potato
to alcohol. There are three
types of koji used to make
shochu – black, yellow and
white. Black koji gives a strong,
sharp, full-bodied taste, while
shochu made from yellow koji
results in a mellower, sweeter
liquor. White koji shochu has a
crisp, clear and mild taste.
⑀ጶ䩛чᥨ෪ೀ䩜ϡढࡿ
⑀ጶϥϣ҆ᦿጶ䩟ᑏӸՔᥨআфһϡч
ᥨ෪ೀ䦚⑀ጶЅϡᥨঈЌԕ༛ᎵЅϡᏀ
ࠨфਫ਼дׅ٩юؘܦ䦚३߃㈣ϡ⑀ጶ
дЊ⑀ܪ䦙ࢶ⑀фՁ⑀䦚⑀ܪНЊ㈣
ծϰധԳϡڏѬ䩮ࢶ⑀Ќਘ㈣ࢺ
Њܫ፺ಣ䩮Ձ⑀छೀলҔٷҏҼ䩟Н
ծоӱ䦙֜ࡎґଞфϡטҀ䦚
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H OW TO E N J OY
SHOCHU
Ԙᅎ㈣ϡძᚋ
We ask Yuichi Ikehata, owner
of Honkaku Shochu Bar
Ishizue in Kagoshima city,
about the best way to enjoy
this spirit.
ԬҿԘᅎ㈣ϡзҤܴ䩟ϢИՎڌ
Ϧ࿇ճޯص䦯ӆ۴㈣%DUኝ䦰ҡඒ
ဩㆄରϣ䦚
THE TRADITIONAL WAY
The oyuwari style – where
shochu made from white koji
is mixed with a little warm
water to bring out the flavour
of the alcohol – is the method
favoured by distillery workers
and shochu connoisseurs.
“Pour hot water into the glass,”
advises Ikehata. “Add ice
until it’s a little warmer than
skin temperature, then add
imojochu. The subtle heat will
make the flavours come alive.”
֚܅ࢃة
䦯ኘ䦰ܴ䵋ԕՁ⑀३юϡ㈣ӿվ
ޜܛһౢׁ䩟Ќծоܫܦ䩟Ж۠ѵя࣊
Ѽϥ֞ྃܦϪф㈣ᅹрӍДϡҤ
ܴ䦚ဩㆄରϣࠃ৶䩭䦯ԕչһࡒՊ࣭
Ѕ䩟ҒҝѿչНӸઁޜ䦚з֏ޜϥ
ԝޔঽ֏ޜଯЊϣԈ䦚Нйબጩ෬
ޜ䩟ңЏׁ֏ޜћ䩟ҥࡒՊ៍㈣䦚
іչЌਘ㈣ϡڏѬᡁܓ䦚䦰

I sip, and the clear, earthy-tasting liquid
burns its way down my throat and into the
crevices of my belly, sending ripples of
warmth throughout my body the way a
proper Scotch whiskey does.
The distillery sources its sweet potatoes
from Tokko, where the ﬁrst ever satsuma
imo crop was planted in Kagoshima. Crops
harvested there are said to have a
particular taste, and the Gomeigaisha
Tamura shochu-making method involves
leaving the skin on, rather than peeling it
ﬁrst like other distilleries do, to really
bring out the earthy sweet potato ﬂavour.
With 113 distilleries and over 2,000
different brands of shochu in Kagoshima,
there are plenty of variations to try. After
all, no two shochu kura (distilleries) are
the same. Eager to learn and try more, I
venture to my next destination – a
distillery that is as much a museum as it is
a shochu maker.
The process of shochu-making at
Meijigura distillery hasn’t changed for
more than a hundred years. I tread

carefully as distillery director Kazuto
Kukino walks me through the
fermentation room, which is full of deep,
round clay pots sunken into the ﬂoor and
with large wooden barrels piled up in the
background. Meijigura has been around
since the Meiji era (1868–1912) and still
uses the exact same brown clay pots and
wooden barrels as when it ﬁ rst opened.
“Here we make shochu in the traditional
style. We want people to know the culture
and history of it. The process, the taste – it
is the same as before,” explains Kukino.
From late August to early December,
visitors are welcome to come and observe
the process for themselves.
“We have a four-month season to make
imojochu, and we produce 10,000 bottles a
day. This will be our supply for the whole
year,” says Kukino.
Despite spending the better part of the
day touring distilleries and sampling the
goods, my newfound thirst for shochu is
still not yet sated, so I make a beeline for
the swanky Honkaku Shochu Bar Ishizue

THE MODERN WAY
You can also enjoy shochu
mizuwari style, where shochu
made with black koji is served
with cold water for a cool,
refreshing beverage. Simply
add water to the alcohol,
stir, and sip.
ѳ֚܅ڊ
ϧඩНෲՅй䦯һኘ䦰֚ϰԘᅎ㈣䦚
й⑀ܪ३ӑϡ㈣НйӸՊࡰ䩟юЊ
ϣܝୗ䦚ђؑӸӸһ䩟ᆵུћ۬Н
࢜⤋䩟Ҥ֚ԚԄߢ䦚

϶ҼྃܦङϦТݗ㈣ҏ֔䩟ЇᘗҒϣҼࣵ
ڜϡѕఖ䦚
ສಎ߃ܦՐᏟඇሯ␏ӛҴেϡ३ܦҤܴ䩟
Оښёϰٽ״Ғϣ䦚ྃܦᔇѨަڜఀфϪծϢ
۾чᥨॣЖ䩟ϢϤЏϤ܌܌Њॺ䩟ӹЊсϼ
ӵٴϦஅೖೖϡϽ⤳ܦ䩟ࠧћϡϽަᄤݱಞٕ
࠶䦚ҴেІҴЖڊ䩛ё۠ё䩜۬
᳂߹۠ѵ䩟ѳϨ࣊Ѽٍѓࣲ࣪२ыЖϡᤳա⤳
ᖽфަᄤ䦚
䦯ϢИйࢃةҤܴ३ӑ㈣䩟ֳ࢚ܨϪИ
ЄϦثԷҹ٩ߵࣵ䦚㈣ϡሯ␏Оࡄй۠ڏ
Ѭ䩟ЁٰйӓϣথϣҊ䦚䦰ަڜఀфϪثౠ䦚
ࡂ֊Ўᡗ۠֊ϼᡗҼ䩟ҴেЁӨࣽභۺ
ӓ۾܊䦚
䦯៍㈣ϡ३ӑЊףϫ֊䩟я֝ݗϣݛ
߳䦚Ϩ϶ݫҼТݗϡܦԘ䩟ԕѓйపҪё
ؑؒ䦚䦰ަڜఀфϪМ䦚
Ѓϰ䩟ϢӔх㈣ϣᅎ፼єϦ䦚ॏѼՐϼϣ

CLOCKWISE FROM
RIGHT: MEIJIGURA’S
FERMENTATION
ROOM; KAZUTO
KUKINO, DISTILLERY
DIRECTOR OF
MEIJIGURA;
VISITORS CAN FIND
OUT MORE ABOUT
THE FASCINATING
HISTORY OF
SHOCHU HERE
ॄЖఴૼ֖в䩭Ҵেϡ
чᥨॣ䩮؏ሯ␏ྃܦᔇѨ
ަڜఀфϪ䩮භۺНҿ
ҴেϦثѸЄԬҿ㈣
ϡϩঙࣵ
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ABOVE: YUICHI
IKEHATA, OWNER OF
HONKAKU SHOCHU
BAR ISHIZUE
SERVING A
CUSTOMER
ϼ֖䩭䦯ӆ۴㈣
%DUኝ䦰ނҰဩㆄରϣ
չєۺۉϪ

in Kagoshima city. This bar stocks over
1,500 bottles of Kagoshima shochu, many
of which line its walls.
Owner Yuichi Ikehata greets me from
behind the bar, impeccably dressed in
black and a silver necktie. A fount of
shochu wisdom, he jumps at any chance to
introduce the spirit of Kagoshima to the
uninitiated, served either on the rocks or
mixed with hot or cold water.
For a more modern take on this
traditional alcohol, and to show off the
versatility of shochu in all its different
incarnations, Ikehata re-creates classic
cocktail recipes with a shochu substitute
for surprising yet delicious results. For a
mojito, which is usually rum-based, he
uses a shochu made from sugarcane. For
whiskey-based cocktails, he favours a
wheat-based shochu. There is even a wheat
shochu that smells much like Kahlua,

which Ikehata says he mixes with milk and
calls a “black and white”.
Sugary cocktails aside, it turns out that
imojochu may have an array of health
beneﬁts, too. Honkaku shochu (singledistilled shochu) – produced from only
natural ingredients – is low-calorie and
has zero carbohydrates and enzymes that
purportedly have revitalising effects. It is
also believed to help prevent strokes and
heart attacks.
If that’s not enough, the Japan Sake and
Shochu Makers Association also claims
that because shochu does not include
impurities, it will not cause hangovers.
With a sly but prideful grin, Kukino at
Meijigura distillery seconds that
sentiment. “Shochu is distilled, not
brewed, so it is good for your health. I
drink it every day – and that’s why my skin
is so smooth!”

ݱϳׂऋྃܦфԘᅎ፺ܦ䩟Ԕക۔Ќ
߿ٴϢϡչܷྸؒ䦚ױݞ䩟ϢାϤߵ
ۉӓ܊࿇ճޯصϡЖ࣑ҙٜܦщ䵋
ӆ۴㈣%DUኝ䦚؏ܦщᦝࢿଞф
ׇфѼҺϡዝࣹ䩟࢚ݣϩսО
߳࿇ճޯ㈣䩟ϤվЁ࠶ҿ
ේຍϼ䦚
ҡඒဩㆄରϣӱܪܕ՝֨ુآ巉䩟
Ϩщ䌩ћҤӨࣽϢϰெ䦚϶֧՝آഋ
ϡԲࡲ䩟х㈣ѩӛϤҌ䩟అ߁Ϻ
Ϥ়๐϶ҤӌϡۺϪ䩟јЁϾөീҚ
Ͼ䩟זјИೀཿ࿇ճޯϡϼҳϮܦ䦚
ဩㆄରϣЊ϶࣯ܦࢃةԘᔽಎࠪ
᙮ౠ䩟ӎЖۺזϪ࠰єࣁܾй༛Ꮅ䦙
Ͻ䦙ᷡ䦙ܶڈಣᶶЊᗟ३֍ࢧ
ϡЄ҆㈣䦚јػѓ㈣ϰ݇३Ҭਹ
যഅܦ䩟ҝ૽ࣰӍҍϪ䦚0RMLWR
ࢃةϼй㟝ࡈ݇ܦ䩟јۨѓйಣᶶ
Њ୰ࢧϡ㈣䦚јЇѓϼЩ㈣䩟
३ӑࡲຈযഅܦ䦚ϩϣ҆Щ
㈣䩟Ѹծϩၢ՝ࢯಣਗ਼౹ܦϡܫ
Ӡ䩟ဩㆄରϣМјϾԕؚౢфܵލ䩟
३юϣܝ䦯ܪӿՁ䦰যഅܦ䦚
ङϦѓӑ݇ࡈѤئୗҏ֔䩟៍
㈣Ї؆Њࣉୗࢧ䦚䦯ӆ۴㈣䦰س
ϥϣሯ␏㈣䩟൵ѓয়ϳѼ୰ࢧ३
߃䩟ଭࠍ१բѦфജ༝һ٩ׁ䩟ܦ
ѶϡᥨঈࣞिН҅٩ӱՂҚЌ䩟ϩভ
ࣃЅգфК༻࠴ϡۋ䦚
֔ױ䩟яӆ߃ܦ६ׁЅ႑ϾѸ܋
о䩟ӹЊ㈣Ϥଭحڗڰ䩟ӛйϤ
Ͼঊ௴䦚ҴেϡަڜఀфϪӌ
ਗ਼ᛑޔґІൻϡԙب䩟хٹױԣლ
ӎ䩭䦯㈣ϥሯ␏ґۘᗟ߃ґю䩟х
ӱՂЪϮљ䦚ϢҟϳЁϾ܅ϣ܅䩟ӛ
йޔঽҥԺЏ϶Ҋาᇡ֦䩔䦰

Hong Kong Airlines flies
to Kagoshima five times weekly.
For more information, visit
hongkongairlines.com
ܫ୯ృҟޗڬϩٚڡృҋϰҘܫ୯ӿ
࿇ճޯ䦚ݓ་ѸЄళ֥䩟Վॾऋ
KRQJNRQJDLUOLQHVFRP

W H E R E TO S TAY ֙ϮсҤ
The Aspire team stayed as guests of Hotel Shiroyama (+81 099 224-2211; shiroyama-g.co.jp.e.bk.hp.transer.com).
Perched atop Shiroyama Hill, Hotel Shiroyama is a luxury hotel that offers stunning views of Kagoshima city from
all 365 rooms. Its main draw, however, is the famed open-air hot spring, where you can gaze at Sakurajima as you
soak. Located in Kagoshima city near the downtown area, Hotel Shiroyama offers free shuttles every 30 minutes
to the heart of the city and to Kagoshima-Chuo train station, just a 10-minute shuttle ride away. The hotel is
about an hour from Kagoshima Airport.
䦭ׂݿ䦮ࣗࠫѵҋйۺϪӱдЎὔ࿇ճޯނܦׇځڵ䩛䩮VKLUR\DPDJFRMSHENKSWUDQVHUFRP䩜䦚ױൻނܦܓÅ߹
ҿځځڵϼ䩟ԷҼࠚۺ๐ُ࠰ऋ࿇ճޯصϡฃܡա䦚Ѽґ䩟ԷзϽࢀѡϥЯӜϡਗ਼ϳࣁֳޜ䦯ສಎҏ䦰䩟ϨъѶНйϣנઅ
ޜ䩟ϣנᥜֳᓜޯߺ䦚֧ނܦׇځڵҿ࿇ճޯص䩟ረصײЅК䩟ҟд߀٤పϣࡲ࣬៰ܕٮݪڡӓص܊ЅКߵ࿇ճޯЅ႑ۖ䩟
ӝࡄђؑд߀䦚ނܦயڐ࿇ճޯҚԾएϣЩЖӝࡄ䦚
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